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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which of the following is not a planning activity?
A. Assumptions and Potentials Planning
B. Capabilities and Opportunities Planning
C. Standards and Procedures Planning
D. Environment Planning
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which two EAV attribute frontend_input types make use of source models? (Choose two)
A. date
B. textarea
C. select
D. gallery
E. text
F. multiselect
Answer: C,F

NEW QUESTION: 3
A participation or co-insurance clause stipulates that the company will pay some portion of the
covered loss in excess of the deductible rather than the entire amount. How much portion of
the covered loss may be paid by the company?
A. 60%-70%
B. 80%-90%
C. 70%- 90%
D. Any one of these
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
What is the difference between signature steps and modify stage in a route map? There are 2
correct answers to this question.
Response:
A. PM form reside with only one user at a time in signature stage. PM form can reside with
multiple users in modify stage.
B. Users cannot edit rating on PM form in signature stage. Users can edit ratings on PM form in
modify stage.
C. Start, exit and due dates are disabled in signature stage. Start, exit and due dates can be set
in modify stage.
D. Exit button text cannot be configured in signature stage. Exit button text can be configured
in modify stage.
Answer: A,B
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